Factor discovery of high-dimensional data is a crucial problem and extremely challenging from a scientific viewpoint with enormous applications in research studies. In this study, the main focus is to introduce the improved subset factor selection method and hence, 9 subset selection methods for partial least squares regression (PLSR) based on filter factor subset selection approach are proposed. Existing and proposed methods are compared in terms of accuracy, sensitivity, F1 score and number of selected factors over the simulated data set. Further, these methods are practiced on a real data set of nutritional status of children obtained from Pakistan Demographic and Health Survey (PDHS) by addressing performance using a Monte Carlo algorithm. The optimal method is implemented to assess the important factors of nutritional status of children. Dispersion importance (DIMP) factor selection index for PLSR is observed to be a more efficient method regarding accuracy and number of selected factors. The recommended factors contain key information for the nutritional status of children and could be useful in related research.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is challenging to make sense out of the high-dimensional data, particularly in the case of multicollinearity. Robust, efficient and scaleable analysis of collinear data is the need of the hour as most fields like public health, chemometrics, machine learning etc. deal with noisy and massive data. Consider the general regression equation of the form; y = β 1 X 1 + β 2 X 2 + . . . + β n X n + n , the problem is to estimate an unknown subset of influential explanatory factors (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p j ) on response y from n explanatory factors. Many new methods/techniques have been developed to extract subset of influential explanatory factors for better understanding of specific mechanisms and to attempt solve particular public health problems for linear regression. While predictive models could be based on numerous factors, several reasons motivate the search for subset selection of influential factors. First, limiting the number of factors often help to reduce over-fitting when we deal high dimensional data with many factors (p)/few samples(n) and thus, can lead to better predictions in terms of statistical aspect. Second, from a health viewpoint, selecting and inspecting the influential The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Yuhao Liu. factors may shed light on health processes and suggest novel targets for prevention.
Child malnutrition is one of the key public health issue in developing countries like Pakistan. The time period between ab-lactation and the age of five is nutritionally considered as the most valuable interval of maturation regarding physical growth, mental power and immune system [1] . Weight-for-age, a composite index of height-for-age and weight-for-height, is considered as a primary indicator of nutritional status of children. Weight-for-age identifies acute (wasting) and chronic (stunting) malnutrition. According to PDHS 2012-13, 45 % of children under age 5 years are estimated as stunted, 11 % are wasted, and 30 % are underweight in Pakistan [2] . Dietary patterns, socio-economic status, maternal factors, demographic characteristics and environmental health conditions are reported as significant risk factors of nutritional status among children [3] , [4] . Since nutritional status greatly varies among regional disparities, investigating its causative factors within this context is essential to prioritize development interventions to mitigate malnutrition.
In recent decades, partial least squares regression (PLSR) has been widely applicable for analyzing high dimensional, collinear multivariate data due to its versatility. PLSR being a supervised method is specifically proven to administrate prediction perspective. Although, the main focus of PLSR is to determine the subspace of relevant predictor factors and it has no execution of selecting influential factors in its basic algorithm, but several factor selection methods in PLSR have been proposed so far [5] . Partial least squares or projection to latent structures is a method based on projection which neglects directions in the factor space spanned by irrelevant, noisy factors. PLS estimator has the build-in property of up and down weighting of factors and hence, selection of influential factors may be unnecessary [6] . In case of very large p and very small n, PLSR estimators have asymptotic inconsistency for univariate outcome [7] and too many factors may cause large variation for prediction purpose [8] . These flaws highlight the necessity to specify the correct size of the relevant subspace in the p-dimensional factor space for a large number of factors [9] and motivate to discover improved factor selection procedures [10] . Selection of influential factors may upgrade the accuracy of model however some effective redundant factors may also be discarded simultaneously. Uniformity of selected factor is also an essential aspect [11] since using few factors for prediction also indicate that we are assigning large contribution of each factor in finally selected model [12] . For improved understanding and interpretation of the model for the target response, identification of important factors is essential.
In PLSR, factor selection (FS) methods can be classified into three main categories namely filter methods, wrapper methods, and embedded methods. Filter methods purely operate for identification of subset of influential factors using PLSR output. Wrapper methods are iterative procedures which re-fit the PLSR for the factors identified by filter methods. Embedded methods incorporate factor selection as a part of PLSR. We only focus here filter methods which can be generalized for other categories. Loading weight (LW) vector (wa), the measure of covariance between the response (y) and predictors (X ), is the most commonly and easily accessible filter measure of importance of factors in PLSR model. The factors with loading weights below a certain threshold may be discarded [13] . Another filter measure, variable importance in projection (VIP) measures the significance of each factor by considering loading weight and sum of square explained by corresponding component. The range of threshold is 0 to ∞ for this measure [14] . In addition, selectivity ratio (SR), being an alternative filer methods, measures the ratio between explained variance and residual variance of a factor on response obtained from PLSR model. The cutoff value for SR is based on F-test statistic [15] . Another important factor selection measure is significance multivariate correlation (SMC) defined as the ratio between mean square regression and mean square residual [16] .
The main objective of this study was to introduce improved subset factor selection methods for high dimensional data set to enhance the understanding of regression model in the presence of mullticollinearity and identification problem without dropping efficiency. For this purpose, we introduced filter-based FS measures using partial least squares (PLS) regression to determine the significant factors of high dimensional data sets. The accuracy of existing and proposed factor selection methods have been compared over the simulated data with continuous response factor. Moreover, real data set of nutritional status of children is considered to determine its influential factors. Nutritional status Although the importance of adequate nutrition is acknowledged in Pakistan but not enough investigations are held to explore the determinants of child nutritional status. All these FS methods are based on factor importance measures for linear regression. The proposed measures are compared with existing methods regarding performance and selected factors.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. DATA SIMULATION
In order to make comparison of factor selection methods, data was simulated for continuous response variable (y) and 500 explanatory factors (X ). Different correlation structures R = [0.5, 0.5, 0.3, 0.5, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] were used to introduced important and non-important factors implying 200 significant and 300 non-significant factors. For 100 iterations, simulated data was split into training and test sets and derive the quantiles Q = (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9) of this data by means of filter methods to determine the set of threshold. This set of quantiles is used as threshold for the corresponding method. Then, 4 existing and 9 proposed filter factor selection methods were executed for a corresponding set of threshold with 100 iterations for stable estimates and comparison.
B. REAL DATASET
This study used internationally comparable, nationally representative and globally authorized Demographic and Health Survey (DHS) real data set from Pakistan, collected during 2012-13 by the support of United States Agency for International Development and ICF International. The DHS collects high-quality data on nutritional status of mothers and children, maternal and child health, immunization, fertility levels and preferences, infant mortality levels, contraceptive use, awareness about diseases and maternal and neonatal morbidity and mortality. The unit of analysis for this study is children aged 0-60 months born to ever married women aged 15-49 years. Child's nutritional status is the continuous response variable for this analysis. Weight-for-age Z-scores (WAZ) are used as an indicator of child's nutritional status [17] . The sample consists of 96 children belonging to urban area of Punjab region and 139 categorical explanatory variables are included. This study was exempted from ethical considerations as authorized secondary data is used.
C. PARTIAL LEAST SQUARES REGRESSION (PLSR)
PLS modelling is considered here due to multicollinearity and dimensionality problem. The simplest version of PLS named orthogonal score PLS is used due to its broad pertinence regarding factor selection methods. In PLS, the matrix of explanatory variables X (n,p) is assumed to be linearly associated with the response y (n,1) through the model y = α + X β + , where α and β are the unknown regression parameters and is the error term. After centering and scaling the variables into X 0 = X − 1x and y 0 = y − 1ȳ , and some A (where A ≤ p) is considered to represents number of components for prediction. Then, for a=1,. . . ,A, the general algorithm executes as;
1. Computes the loading weights by w a = X a−1 y a−1 .
2. Quantify the score vector by t a = X a−1 w a . 3. Evaluate X-loadings (P a ) and Y-loadings (q a ) by p a = X a−1 t a t a t a and q a = y a−1 t a t a t a respectively. 4. Deflate X a−1 and y a−1 by X a = X a−1 − t a p a and y a = y a−1 − t a q a .
5. Repeat the algorithm, if a < A. Assume that W, T, P and q are the matrices/vectors to respectively compile the loading weights, scores, X-loadings and Y-loadings computed at each iteration of the algorithm then the regression coefficient estimators of PLSR model are established byβ = W (P W ) −1 q andα =ȳ −XB.
D. FACTOR SELECTION (FS) IN PLSR E. REFERENCE METHODS
We considered widely used five existing PLSR FS methods as reference namely standard PLS (PLS), loading weights(LW), variable importance in Projection (VIP), significance multivariate correlation (SMC) and selectivity ratio (SR).
F. PROPOSED METHODS
We proposed 9 filter-based FS methods for PLSR over simulated and real data sets to compare them with reference methods. All the proposed FS methods are based on FS algorithm for linear regression. The proposed methods are outlined as;
1) PRATT'S FS INDEX (PFS)
Pratt in 1987 [18] proposed relative importance of a predictor factor for linear regression. Pratt's factor importance index (PFII) for PLSR represented by R 2 is defined as
where ρ j is the correlation between y and x and w j are the loading weights of PLS model.
2) THOMAS FS INDEX (TFS)
Thomas et al. (1998) [19] interpreted factor importance measure as the sample estimates of Pratt's measure, normalized by R 2 . The Thomas factor importance index (TFII) symbolized as d j for PLSR is proposed as
where R 2 is the proportion of sample variance explained.
3) STANDARDIZED LOADING WEIGHTS (SLW)
Following standardized regression coefficient [21] , [22] , standardized loading weights (SLW) presented by w j are proposed for PLSR as
4) MEAN VALUE DECOMPOSITION (MVD)
Considering the general linear regression model, Holgersson et al.(2014) determined the contribution of explanatory variable to the mean value of response by mean value decomposition (MVD) [23] and is adopted for PLSR as
5) LEVEL IMPORTANCE (LIMP)
In economics, level importance being a popular measure refers to the contribution of the predictors in the context of linear regression [24] . Limp for PLSR is established as
where µ i is the mean value of predictor variables.
6) FACTOR CONTRIBUTION (FC) INDEX
Contribution index is a method of driver or importance analysis, used to calculate the extent to which an independent variable explains variation in the dependent variable [25] . Factor contribution (FC) index for PLSR represented by C j is
where i = 1, 2, . . . , n and j = 1, 2, . . . p.
7) DISPERSION IMPORTANCE (DIMP)
In regression analysis, dispersion importance measures the variance attributed to predictor variable (x) [26] For PLSR, Dimp is modified as
For simple regression model, standardized regression coefficient in economic importance is used to calculate economic importance of explanatory variables [27] . Following standardized regression coefficient in economic importance, EcoLW marked as w * is presented to measure contribution of explanatory variables in PLSR as
where e 2 is the mean square error. 
9) ABSOLUTE STANDARDIZED LOADING WEIGHT IN ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE (AECOLW)
The absolute standardized regression coefficient in economic importance measures the percentage contribution of the predictors to deviations in y [27] . AEcoLW identified as α i for PLSR is introduced as
To validate the model performance, we used a cross validation approach to randomly split the data into training and test sets for simulated and real data set. The data is divided into 10 subsets having equal sizes. Test data is constituted on 3 subsets and remaining 7 subsets are included in training data. Hence 70% samples of each data set are included in the training set and the rest 30% are in test set.
H. MODELS EVALUATION
A matrix of explanatory variables for a continuous response over simulated and real data is taken as input for all methods. For simulated data set with defined (true) correlated (important) factors, predicted number of influential factors by each method is obtained and compared through confusion matrix presented in Fig1 for a binary classifier.
Where true positives(TP) are the factors predicted as important by the certain method and they are actually defined significant in the data set,true negatives (TN) are the factors predicted as non-important by a certain method and they are actually defined non-significant in the data set,false positives (FP) (also known as Type I error) are the factors predicted as important by a certain method and they are actually defined non-significant in the data set and false negatives (FN) (also known as Type II error) are the factors predicted as non-important by a certain method and they are actually defined significant in the data set. Then the accuracy measure is used to compute the proportion of correct classifications and is defined as
Sensitivity measures the recognition rate as
F1 score is the harmonic mean of precision and sensitivity and is defined as
Accuracy,F1 score and sensitivity based on confusion matrix are the measures considered for comparison of existing as well as proposed methods over simulated data analysis.
For real data set, after data pre-processing, each factor selection method is carried out over the data and then PLSR is executed for the selected influential factors obtained by the respective method for 100 iterations. For evaluation purpose, Akaike information criterion (AIC) and Bayesian information criterion (BIC) are also recorded for each PLS model at each iteration. Since PLSR is a factor selection method itself, hence it is used as a standard (reference) for comparison. Based on PLS, 4 existing and 9 proposed factor selection methods were considered and compared. AIC and BIC are used due to their wide applicability for model selection. AIC is used as an estimator of the relative quality of models for a given set of data and hence, provides a means for model selection. AIC is mathematically defined as
where k andL are the number of estimated parameters and maximized value of the likelihood function for the model respectively. The efficient model is the one having the minimum AIC value among a candidate models for the data. BIC, closely related to the AIC, is also model selection criterion based on likelihood function among a finite set of models, defined as
where the additional quantity n denotes the number of observations. The model with minimum BIC value is preferred to select. Improved filter-based FS methods were proposed for performing the factor selection task in PLSR and comparing the performance with existing methods. The following improved FS methods are proposed.
III. RESULTS
A. SIMULATION BASED RESULTS
For simulation study, 150 samples and 500 variables were selected with different correlation structures for continuous response. Since the main purpose of this study was to investigate the performance of factor selection methods in the presence of multicollinearity, hence we considered simulated data with correlated factors having correlation matrix R=c(0.5,0.5,0.3,0.5,0,0,0,0,0,0). Among total 500 factors, 200 were associated with response due to defined correlation structure. The constructed data is then split into test and training sets with sizes 100 and 50 respectively to train and evaluate the existing and proposed PLS factor subset selection methods.
For stable estimates and comparison of factor selection methods, 100 iterations were executed and selected influential factors by each method were compared with actually important factor using confusion matrix technique. Accuracy, sensitivity, F1 test score and number of selected factors were observed and recorded for each method. To make a more formal test, we conducted analysis of variance with results presented in Table1 to assess the significance of factor selection methods in explaining the variation in accuracy for simulated data set. For all factor selection methods, p-value is computed for consideration of significant factor selection methods. The analysis supports that all the indexes included in the study are significantly different from standard PLS. Further, the distribution of accuracy and number of selected variables based on confusion matrix for each filter method are presented in Fig-ureIII -A. We found that VIP and LW performs better among existing methods while three proposed methods including SLW, DIMP and AEcoLW compete these existing ones in terms of accuracy showing that these proposed methods might be the alternatives of the existing methods. But more interestingly, SLW, DIMP and AEcoLW are found to select fewer factors compared to all other methods and exhibiting to approach the number of actually important factors. Although LW and VIP showed nearly similar accuracy as SLW, DIMP and AEcoLW but higher number of selected factor negated their exercise compared to proposed methods. To strengthen the recommendation of these proposed measures, we computed the sensitivity and F1-score for all methods which are shown in Fig3. The graphical representation based on sensitivity showed that these three proposed methods with higher accuracy and appropriate number of selected factors have dominating sensitivity rate exhibiting highest proportion of identifying the actually important factors. Based on precision, F1-score also advocate the employment of these proposed methods. On the basis of accuracy, sensitivity, F1score and number of selected factors, the proposed methods are highly recommended to improve the model performance in PLSR as the proposed measures enhance the understanding of regression model without losing accuracy.
B. APPLICATION
The real data set initially contains 96 samples (children) with 157 factors. Then PLSR model is fitted and PLS scores were plotted to identify and remove the outliers and leverages from the data and to allocate clusters. The upper panel of Fig3 showed PLS scores obtained from component 1 and component 2 representing that the closest points are most similar, and those far apart are dissimilar and considered as outliers. The plot in lower panel of Fig3 showed PLS scores corresponding to PLS loadings and is used to gain process understanding. The points close together represent strongly correlated factors showing multicollinearity, preferring use of PLSR instead of multiple linear regression. After removing outliers and leverage observations, the k-mean clustering of PLSR score was carried out to obtain independent and uncorrelated samples.
Following k-mean clustering, the resulting data set contains 137 factors measured over 50 samples (children) . For each individual model, to minimize the AIC and BIC, 70% of the samples in the training set and 30% in the test set are randomly selected for cross-validation. Following the principle of the procedure, 100 PLS models were built with Monte Carlo cross-validation method to determine the accuracy (in terms of AIC and BIC) and optimum number of variables for each FS measure. We executed 13 FS measures in PLSR namely loading weights(LW), variable importance in projection (VIP), significance multivariate correlation (SMC), selectivity ratio (SR), Pratt's FS index (PFS), Thomas FS index (TFS), standardized loading weights (SLW), mean value decomposition (MVD), level importance (LIMP), dispersion importance (DIMP), factor contribution (FC) index, standardized loading weight in economic importance (EcoLW), absolute standardized Loading weight in economic importance (AEcoLW). The standard PLS algorithm without any FS method is considered for comparison purpose. Contrary to addressing a single value as threshold, a set of quantiles for given data set is considered as threshold values for simulated and real data sets for proposed FS methods which can be further applied to other research studies. The performance comparison over AIC for standard partial least squares (PLS), PLS with loading weights(LW); variable importance in projection (VIP); significance multivariate correlation (SMC); pratt's FS index (PFS); thomas FS index (TFS); standardized loading weight (SLW); mean value decomposition (MVD); level importance (Limp); factor contribution (FC); dispersion importance (Dimp); standardized loading weight in economic importance (EcoLW) and absolute standardized loading weight in economic importance (AEcoLW) based factor subset selection methods are presented in upper panel of Fig 5 indicating higher performance of all FS methods compared to standard PLS for real data set.
All the proposed methods showed relatively higher accu- racy (low AIC) in predicting nutritional status of children while one existing methods also exhibited comparative efficiency. Among existing FS methods, LW showed highest predictive ability in terms of accuracy while PFS, DIMP, LIMP and SLW competed this existing method as shown in Fig5 reflecting these proposed methods to be alternatives of this existing method showing parallel efficiency. Interestingly, TFS and MVD showed lowest AIC reflecting highest accuracy compared to all other existing as well as proposed methods. Among these two efficient methods, TFS featured highest performance in terms of accuracy. Other four proposed methods including DIMP and LIMP showed minimal negligible difference of AIC value with TFS and All the existing methods showed higher number of selected factors with lessen efficiency. Among proposed methods, MVD, LIMP and DIMP showed better accuracy with prudent number of factors. The TFS indicated unacceptable results identifying the set of selected factors having only one factor on average which dropped the further consideration of this measure for real data set. We observed that on average, SLW and MVD choose 47 and 48 out of 137 factors respectively. LIMP showed that 40 factors might be sufficient to obtain maximum accuracy. Dimp is observed to show median value of 37 factors to select. Since magnified accuracy and uniformity of selected factors are essential aspects of a regression model, hence, Dimp is proposed as the FS method with higher efficiency and fewer selected factors for prediction purpose over the given data set. Cross-validation with 10 components is being used to select a model with the appropriate number of components that has good predictive ability. In this setting, we notice that proposed FS methods lessen the complexity of model by selecting reduced number of factors. Although the model with smallest number of factors that explain a sufficient amount of variability in the predictors and the responses is recommended to select, increased accuracy is also strongly advocated to prefer. Hence, with cross-validation, we selected the model with higher average accuracy and appropriate num- ber of selected factors.
Dimp is the finally fitted FS method to select influential factors of nutritional status of children and the results are presented in Table2. Dimp select 32 influential factors out of 137 with 9 optimum components and threshold is determine to be 0.003 for the given data set. The results showed that transport facility (car/truck), number of daughters, current pregnancy, number of living children, fortified food given to child, soup/broth given to child yesterday, drank milk from bottle yesterday, having bed net, father's education; occupation and age, preceding birth interval, desired pregnancy, timing of first antenatal visit, size of child at birth, number of times ate solid, semi-solid or soft food yesterday, weighed; ultrasound examination; urine sample taken; blood sample taken and used iron medicine during pregnancy, given nothing to child in first 3 days of birth, antenatal care provided by government hospital, antenatal care provided by private doctor, baby postnatal check within 2 months, person who performed postnatal checkup, place of first check up of new born, received Polio 0, received vitamin A in last 6 months, mother work cash after marriage, hepatitis awareness, mother's age at the time of child birth are associated influential factors with nutritional status of children in Pakistan.
IV. DISCUSSION
We first noticed that among highly recommended existing methods, LW and VIP exhibits higher efficiency while SR showed lowest performance for simulated as well as real data set. LW is being widely used [28] - [30] , [32] due to its simplicity and high efficiency. All the existing and proposed filter-based FS methods are observed to be more efficient than PLSR regarding accuracy. Hence, it is highly recommended to apply FS measures to improve efficiency and performance of regression model in presence of multicollinearity. Interestingly proposed methods including standardized loading weights (SLW), dispersion importance (Dimp) and absolute standardized Loading weight in economic importance (AEcoLW) showed nearly equal accuracy rate as existing methods for simulated data. Real data analysis showed that all proposed methods increased the efficiency of regression model in terms of accuracy based on AIC and BIC. Four proposed methods including standardized loading weights (SLW), mean value decomposition (MVD),level importance (Limp) and dispersion importance (Dimp) showed higher performance among all FS methods for real data set. Although existing methods, no doubt, have their own merits but selection of important influential factors is another major concern in regression models. Theoretically, LW only considers the standard loading weights while Dimp also takes into account the amount of variance that is attributed to each predictor variable. This variation highlights the features of Dimp for FS. Dimp is recommended as most appropriate FS method regarding the explanatory features of regression models in the behavioral sciences [26] . On the other hand, LIMP incorporates mean value with loading weights to determine the contribution of predictors while MVD calculates influence of causal factors by mean value decomposition (MVD) [23] . SLW stabilized the loading weights and hence showed equivalent accuracy as LW but with fewer selected factors. AEcoLW considers loading weights along with deviations in response and improve the selection criteria of important factors for better understanding and interpretation of regression model in addition with equal accuracy. Although the simulated and real data sets support the implementation of proposed methods but it highlights the danger of blindly trusting a FS method, which in this case gives improved performance.
Determination of threshold value always remain under discussion in literature as this quantity is the essential requirement to classify selected factors. The FS is regulated by determination of appropriate threshold but detection of optimal threshold is debatable. For PLSR, Hotelling's T 2 statistic coupled with Jacknife testing is recommended as a threshold value for LW [31] , [32] . Another general criteria suggested for LW threshold is the range between 0 to 1 [11] . The cutoff values for LW determined by the present study lay in the previously suggested range. No specific criteria is proposed and tested for threshold determination in literature for other FS methods. Percentage contribution of the predictor is considered in some cases [25] , [27] while for others, larger value is recommended as importance of factor [5] , [19] . This study proposed and tested a set of quantiles as threshold values for all FS measures including existing and proposed FS methods which can be further applied to other research studies. The influential factors of nutritional status of children selected by Dimp measure were consistent with various previous studies [33] - [45] .
V. CONCLUSION
Proposed factor selection methods are shown to be a better choice regarding model performance and number of selected factors in the context of PLS. It indicates that these filter methods produce models with superior interpretation potential. Using PLS with DIMP, the factors identified as the important predictors of nutritional staus of children commensurated with other studies. So, PLS regression algorithms along with proposed factor selection filter methods have the potential as a multivariate technique in scientific research to treat high-dimensional correlated data more efficiently.
